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Abstract 
 
The strength of the Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 high-entropy alloy was reinforced through precipitation 
hardening and minor addition of titanium and carbon elements. The aged Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy 
obtained a peak hardness of 307.12 HV at 900 ˚C for 48 hours. This alloy was strengthened 
through the formation of long thin needle-like ! phase precipitates.  
5 at.% of titanium and carbon were added to the alloy respectively to further improve its 
strength and restrict the growth of the needle-like precipitates during aging treatment. The 
involvement of the reinforcement content induced the formation of (Ti, Mo, C)-rich carbides, 
and hence increased the hardness of the alloy to 246.45 HV.  
Aging treatment was performed in (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy to investigate the strength 
evolution of this alloy. The best aging performance was obtained when the alloy was aged at 
800 ˚C for 96 hours with an optimum hardness of 402.24 HV. The minor elemental addition 
has refined the needle-like precipitates from the size larger than 20 µm to the size smaller than 
10 µm. As a result, (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy was reinforced by the high volume fraction 
of fine needle-like precipitates and nanosized precipitates, fine divorced eutectic structures, as 
well as the (Ti, Mo, C)-rich carbides.  
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1.0  Introduction  
1.1 General Background 
The conventional alloys are developed by adding minor elements to one major component to 
further optimise the mechanical properties of the component without scarifying their own 
properties [1]. This prevalent alloy design has sizably restricted the degree of freedom in alloy 
expansion and limited the material characteristics for new technological requirements. High-
entropy alloys (HEAs) were then introduced by Yeh et al. [2] in 2004 which are constructed by 
mixing various principal elements (greater than or equal to 5) in equimolar or nearly equimolar 
composition, to breakthrough the confinement of conventional alloys [2]. The performance of 
HEAs is far beyond the conventional alloys due to the parallel development of the multi-
principal elements with their extraordinary advantages. 
HEAs commonly have simple unit cell structure, for instance, body-centred cubic (BCC), face-
centred structure (FCC) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP) with nanocrystalline due to the 
high mixing entropy characteristic [1]. With this characteristic,  HEAs are more favourable to 
form in multi-components solid solution phase during solidification. This behaviour resists to 
the formation of complex microstructures that comprises intermetallic compounds with brittle 
properties, which maximises the analysis complication and constraints the applications of the 
alloy [3].  
It has been already known that HEAs have many unique and exceptional features such as high 
corrosion and oxidation resistance [4], excellent fracture resistance [1], superparamagnetic such 
as Ti0.8CoCrCuFeNi alloy and TiCoCrCuFeNi [5], superconductivity [6], etc. With such 
promising properties, the motivations to create new, better performance materials and to boost 
the development of HEAs knowledge are spreading explosively. As a consequence, academic 
researches into HEAs are much in demand, as shown in Figure 1 [7], especially when it comes 
to possible interaction between mixing entropy and phase selection [8]. 
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Figure 1: The total global publications on HEAs per years as on Feb 14, 2019 
The Australia-India Strategic Research Fund (AISRF) has invested at most $1 million in Deakin 
research project which aims to create a step change in HEAs performance with effective cost 
and energy efficiencies across mining and aerospace sectors [9]. Based on this rapid growing 
research direction in HEAs, conferences and seminars are available universally to discuss the 
development of HEAs and spread the endorsement of these materials, such as 2017 
International Workshop on High-Entropy Materials (IWHEM) [10], 2018 International 
Conference on High-Entropy Materials (ICHEM) [11], 2018 MRS Fall Meeting [12] and World 
Congress on High Entropy Alloys (HEA 2019) [13].  
 
1.2 Limitations of HEAs  
As for most of the conventional alloys, HEAs also have the same problem with the higher the 
strength, the more brittle due to BCC phase. The complex microstructures with brittle behaviour 
increase the difficulties of analysis and engineer process. Hence, the practical applications of 
HEAs are restricted. BCC phase usually has higher strength than FCC phase but with low 
ductility [14] while HEAs with FCC structure usually has excellent ductility but with 
constrained strength. Therefore, the research in resolving the strength-ductility trade-off of 
HEAs is much concerned. A recent study has shown that FCC precipitates can strengthen alloy 
without losing ductility stability [15]. 
Furthermore, due to the equimolar properties of HEAs, the distinctly high cost restricting the 
industrial applications of HEAs. It would be purposeless to create HEAs with exceptional 
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properties but low market demands. Hence, there is still exists a research gap between cost valid 
and good balance between strength and ductility.  
In this project, the development of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, a multiphase iron-based hypoeutectic 
HEA with high ductility but restricted strength will be studied. It is worth to note that this HEA 
is more cost-effective when compared to the equiatomic HEAs, as the iron content is higher, 
which can further reduce the cost [53]. However, the hardness of the as-cast Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 
alloy is about 202 HV, which is not desired. Thus, appropriate strengthening mechanisms will 
be implemented to further improve the strength of the alloy.  
 
1.3 Aims and Objectives 
To address the problem mentioned above, this project is aimed to increase the hardness of the 
Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 HEA while stabilising its high ductility properties through precipitation 
hardening. The best combination ratio of titanium and carbon elements is focused on acquiring 
the greatest strength of the HEA. Through these approaches, this project is endeavoured to 
design a novel high-entropy alloy with superior performance, which subsequently contributes 
to new scientific knowledge and broadens the industrial applications of HEAs in the global 
market with reasonable cost. 
The collection of the experimental data associated with the hardness test results based on 
precipitation hardening and element addition will be gathered. These data will be analysed in 
concurrent with the microstructure to validate the best strength improvement process. With the 
intention of accomplishing these goals, the consecutive experimentation objectives are 
suggested: 
1. To validate the optimum precipitation hardening parameters (time and temperature) in 
order to obtain the greatest hardness of the HEA. 
2. To create aging curves based on the hardness test results in relation to the heat treatment 
periods. 
3. To observe the changes in microstructure morphology of the HEAs before and after the 
aging treatment. 
4. To attain finer size (nanosized)  precipitates which are uniformly dispersed in the matrix 
of the alloy. 
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5. To compare the hardness results and microstructures for the aged HEAs, as-cast HEAs 
with titanium and carbon addition, and aged HEAs with additions. 
 
1.4 Project Experimental Scope 
Due to the time limitation of the project period and infinite research possibilities, the detailed 
project experimental scope was generated, as shown in Table 1.  
Table 1: Project experimental scopes 
In Scope Out of Scope 
• Sample cutting by using water 
cooled cut off wheel. 
• Heat treating as-cast samples with 
and without titanium and carbon 
addition by using high-temperature 
furnace. 
• Sample preparation involving 
mounting, grinding, polishing, and 
etching. 
• Hardness test by using Vickers 
hardness tester. 
• Microstructure review through the 
use of optical microscope. 
• Sample preparation via vacuum arc 
melting and etchant preparation. 
• Additional mechanical testing, 
including compression test and 
severe plastic deformation. 
• Advanced microstructure 
observation such as scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), energy 
dispersive X-ray spectrometer 
(EDS), X-ray diffractometer (XRD), 
and transmission electron 
microscope (TEM). 
• Sample machining, for example, 
machining the ingot sample into 
cylinder which will be used for 
compression test. 
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2.0  Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction to HEAs 
2.1.1 Brief History of HEAs Development 
The concept of blending several elements comprehensively to generate a new alloy base was 
first studied by Franz Karl Achard [16-17], a German metallurgist and scientist, in the late 
eighteenth century. However, the alloys with five to seven elements did not show fascinating 
results. This concept was then adopted by Brian Cantor [16-17] in 1981. An equiatomic multi-
elements alloys with a single FCC structure, Fe20Cr20Ni20Mn20Co20, was constructed and it has 
demonstrated noticeable improvement in multicomponent alloys area.  
In the late 20th century, Jien-Wei Yeh [2] came out with the high mixing entropy would 
contribute to the phases number reduction and enhance instrumental properties. His studies 
have proposed the core effects such as lattice distortion effect, high-entropy effect, and slow 
diffusion effect would be found in multicomponent alloys, which are distinct from the 
conventional alloys. These effects were further discussed in section 2.1.2. Based on the high 
mixing entropy concept, Yeh and his colleagues [18-20] have further the developments of 
HEAs in mechanical properties and applications. 
Srinivasa Ranganathan [21], a senior scientist in India, have made some achievements in HEAs 
field such as knowledge about bulk metallic glass, nanocrystalline materials, etc. A review 
article of him has pointed out some limitations of multicomponent alloys that have been facing 
by metallurgists [21]. One of the barriers was the phase diagram information database would 
increase dramatically when the number of elements in an alloy increased. Through his 
contribution to the multicomponent alloys area, the concept of HEAs has propagated globally.  
 
2.1.2 Concepts 
The core effects: high entropy effect, sluggish distortion effect, severe lattice distortion effect, 
and cocktail effect, proposed by Yeh [2], based on thermodynamics, kinetics, structures, and 
properties perspectives, are generally applied to present HEAs. These core effects were 
discussed briefly in this section. 
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2.1.2.1 High Entropy Effect 
High entropy effect is the dominant effect for HEAs, as can tell by its name. By maximising 
the high configuration entropy, the formation of solid solution phase in a near equimolar alloy 
is more promoted, especially at higher temperature as the free energy is minimised. This leads 
to a more stable phase in solid solution instead of intermetallic compounds.  
According to the configuration entropy per mole equation: 
 ∆#$%&' = )*+(+) (1) 
where  ∆#$%&'  is the configuration entropy, R is the gas constant, and n is the number of 
elements. Equation (1) indicates that the larger the number of the elements in an alloy (in near 
equiatomic ratio), the larger the configuration entropy [2]. Furthermore, Richard’s rule states 
that the entropy change per mole from solid state to liquid state is around 1R [22]. For a quinary 
equimolar alloy, ∆#$%&' = 1.609), which indicates that the entropy difference between solid 
the and liquid state of a quinary equimolar alloy is around 61% larger than that of pure metals.  
According to thermodynamics, the Gibbs free energy is the subtraction between enthalpy and 
the product of temperature and entropy [23]: 
 3 = 4 − 6# (2) 
where G presents the Gibbs free energy, H presents the enthalpy, T presents the absolute 
temperature, and S presents the entropy. Equation (2) suggests that higher entropy can lower 
the Gibbs free energy and leads the phase stabilisation in solid solution under high temperature, 
as intermetallic compounds often have lesser configuration entropy. This can be further 
confirmed by the Gibbs phase rule, the number of phases developed in HEAs is lower than the 
number of the maximum phase enable by this rule, which denoted that high entropy is more 
likely to contribute to the solution limit expansion between the elements in the alloy [24]. 
In order to define HEAs more clearly, the configuration entropy larger than or equal to 1.5R is 
recommended by Miracle et al. [25], this definition is more practicable for configuration 
entropy at low temperatures. However, these are the guideline to define HEAs, and they should 
not limit the possibilities of HEAs. Specifically, the enthalpy of an intermetallic compound 
would also be increased when the number of elements in the alloy is increased, or with the 
increase of temperature, this results in the competition between configuration entropy and 
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enthalpy, as can be seen from the Gibbs free energy equation [26]. If the configuration entropy 
is lesser than the enthalpy, the intermetallic compound will be more stable. Thus, solid solution 
will not be formed in the alloy. This shows that there is no guarantee that the solid solution 
phase will be formed at high temperature based on the high entropy effect.  
The valence electron concentration (VEC) of HEAs is also one of the factors that facilitate the 
formation of solid solution phase. Hume-Rothery rule [27] states that VEC manipulates the 
crystallinity of a solid solution phase and therefore, influence the mechanical behaviour of 
HEAs. A high VEC ( > 8.0) [8] encourages the formation of FCC solid solution and contribute 
to the alloy ductility improvement; BCC phase is stabilised when VEC is lower ( > 6.87) and 
consequently boost the strength of the alloys. Nevertheless, the phase classification defined by 
the VEC rule will be no longer available when HEAs do not stay within the single-phase solid 
solution region. It is worth to mention that solid solution phases are not the only condition for 
HEAs to have desired mechanical properties; HEAs with intermediate phases may also feasible 
to enhance HEAs properties [28]. 
 
2.1.2.2 Sluggish Diffusion Effect 
From the kinetics perspective, the sluggish diffusion effect proposed that the diffusion rate of 
HEAs is slower than the conventional alloys such as pure metals and stainless steel [3]. This is 
because of the alloy lattice is formed by lattice site with different local energies. The contrast 
of high energy site and low energy site is caused by the different neighbouring atoms in local 
lattice site, thus different chemical bonding between the atoms was formed, and this leads to a 
slow diffusion process. Additionally, each element in the alloy has different diffusion rate. Slow 
diffusion rate element constraints the growth of grain and phase transformation.  
Through the measurement of nickel tracer diffusion coefficients in CoCrFeNi and 
CoCrFeMnNi HEAs, by Vaidya et al. [29], an expansion in the number of elements in HEAs 
with equiatomic results in a decrease in the diffusion rate. The formation of nanosized 
precipitates upon solidification often described by the sluggish diffusion effect attributable to 
the slow growth of the nuclei and the microstructural stability in high temperature [30]. The 
slow kinetic in HEAs also leads to outstanding diffusion barrier performance [31] and excellent 
creep resistance. 
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2.1.2.3 Severe Lattice Distortion Effect 
Due to the equimolar principal, the lattice of HEAs is a combination of multi-elements with the 
same possibility, but each varies in atom sizes. The size differences between each element form 
complex phases in the crystal lattice and this leads to severe lattice distortion. This effect caused 
by various atom sizes occupying in a specific lattice site will affect its displacement and thus, 
increasing the configuration entropy [32].  
Through the XRD analysis in CuNiAlCoCrFeSi alloy, Yeh et al. [33] have confirmed that the 
decrease of XRD intensity is due to the lattice distortion effect. Furthermore, the dislocation 
movement is restricted by the lattice distortion, thus enhance the strength and hardness. This 
effect also leads to the reduction of electrical and thermal conductivity caused by the increased 
electron and photon propagation  [3]. 
However, the severe lattice distortion effect is mainly used to describe for BCC HEAs, as HEAs 
with single FCC structure usually have very low hardness [34]. This may be due to FCC 
structure has a higher number of neighbouring atoms in the lattice, thus smaller fraction and 
distortion strain when compared to the BBC structure [16].  
According to the research works from Toda-Caraballo et al. [35] and Owen et al. [36],  the 
lattice distortion effect does not show vast improvement in residual strain, which is generated 
by the deviation of the atomic size, when compared to the conventional alloys [37]. These 
results are reasonable as vast lattice distortion will lead to phase instability that unable to 
neutralise by high configuration entropy [38]. Even so, the root mean square of the residual 
strain fluctuation (789:) [8] that caused by the atomic size changes, can still act as a driving 
force to the single-phase solid solution stability when 789: is lesser than 5%. 
 
2.1.2.4 Cocktail Effect 
Ranganathan [21] was the first person to propose the cocktail effect for metallic alloys. The 
cocktail effect denotes that the properties of HEAs can be vastly modified by adjusting the 
composition of elements in the alloy. Specifically, the thermal properties of HEAs can be 
amplified through the addition of refractory elements such as niobium [39]. By varying the 
content of aluminium in AlxCoCrCuNi alloy, the hardness of the alloy can be significantly 
affected [2]. Aluminium is a soft material with a low melting point, even so, with the increase 
of aluminium content in the alloy causes a notable increase in hardness, as the phase changes 
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from FCC structure to BCC structure, and the increased lattice constant of the alloy structure 
due to the atomic size of aluminium. 
Besides, attributable to the lightweight properties of aluminium, the density of the 
AlxCoCrCuNi alloy is lowered. Hence, this indicates that the interaction between aluminium 
and other elements in the alloy not only improve the strength of the alloy but also shows that 
lightweight HEAs have more promised properties. Through the different combinations or 
composition of elements, non-linear and unexpected exceptional properties of HEAs could be 
resulted [40].  The understanding of the relationship between each element is the key factor to 
design an alloy prior to the composition and alloying. 
 
2.1.3 Major HEA Families 
Seven HEA families have been categorised from 408 HEAs by Senkov et al. [42], which are 
3d transition metal HEAs, refractory metal HEAs, 4f transition metal HEAs, Nobel metal HEAs, 
interstitial compound HEAs, light metal HEAs, and HEA brasses and bronzes [42]. The 
descriptions of each HEA family were summarised in Table 2 [28, 31-41]. Senkov et al. [42] 
classified the boron, carbon or nitrogen elements contain interstitial compound as a new family 
due to the significant microstructure and phase changes triggered by the addition of the 
elements in 3d transition metal HEAs and refractory HEAs. 
Table 2: Purposes of each HEA family and its elements involved 
HEA Families Purposes Elements Involved 
3d Transition Metal  
To explore compositional 
effects on microstructures and 
properties. 
• Cantor alloy: cobalt (Co), 
chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), 
manganese (Mn), and 
nickel (Ni). 
• Aluminium (Al), titanium 
(Ti), and vanadium (V). 
Refractory Metal 
To form high temperatures 
structural metals with 
temperatures above 1000 ˚C. 
• Refractory metals: Cr, 
hafnium (Hf), Mo, Nb, Re, 
tantalum (Ta), V, tungsten 
(W), and zirconium (Zr). 
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• 3d TM: Co and Ni. 
• Compound forming 
elements: Al, carbon (C), 
nitrogen (N), silicon (Si), 
and Ti. 
Lanthanide (4f) 
Transition Metal 
To develop a single phase 
HCP crystal structure solid 
solution HEA. 
• Dysprosium (Dy), 
gadolinium (Gd), Lutetium 
(Lu), terbium (Tb), 
thulium (Tm), and yttrium 
(Y). 
Nobel Metal 
To create cost-effective alloys 
for catalysis or jewel 
applications by reducing the 
content of gold (Au), platinum 
(Pt) or palladium (Pd) 
expensive elements. 
• Lower cost Nobel metals: 
silver (Ag), rhodium (Rh) 
and Ruthenium (Ru) 
• 3d TM: Co, Cr, copper 
(Cu) and Ni. 
Light Metal  
To construct low density and 
lightweight structural alloys 
for aerospace applications. 
• Al, beryllium (Be), Ti, tin 
(Sn), Si, lithium (Li), Mg, 
scandium (Sc), and zinc 
(Zn). 
Brasses and Bronze 
To improve traditional brass 
and bronze properties trade-
off. 
• Al, Mn, Ni, Cu, Sn, and 
Zn. 
The review written by Senkov et al. has shown that the two most common HEA families are 3d 
TM HEAs (85%) and refractory metal HEAs (7%). Table 3 has listed the comparison between 
these two HEA families [1, 16, 38, 42-43]. 
Table 3: Comparison of 3d transition metal and refractory HEA families 
HEA Families 3d Transition Metals Refractory  
Introduced Year 2004 2010 
Densities Range 
(g/cm3) 
5.0 – 9.0 5.6 – 13.8 
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Phase 
• FCC (without Al in alloy 
composition) 
• FCC+BCC (with Al 
existence) 
Disordered BCC 
Advantages 
• Brilliant  precipitation 
hardening response 
reaction. 
• High yield strength of 1000 
MPa (< 600 ˚C). 
• Good material twinning 
behaviour. 
• High capability of work 
hardening. 
• Excellent thermal 
softening resistance 
attributable  to sluggish 
diffusion. 
• High durability with a 
range from 900 MPa to 
1350 MPa. 
• High melting point of 
1650 ˚C. 
Limitations 
• Low melting point. 
• Poor thermal resistance.  
• Low strength. 
• Poor elevated temperature 
ductility. 
• Poor oxidation resistance. 
• High density. 
Future Works 
• Thermal resistance can be 
boosted through the 
addition of elements with 
high melting point like C 
and Mo. 
• Strength can be improved 
by:  
o combining eutectic 
composite with HEA 
concept 
o large plastic 
deformation to 
refine alloy 
microstructure to 
nanosized 
• Ductility can be enhanced 
by:  
o decreasing the 
VEC through 
controlled alloying 
o twinning-induced 
plasticity and 
transformation-
induced plasticity. 
• Oxidation resistance can 
be improved through Cr, 
Al, and Si elements 
addition. 
• Density can be lowered 
through:  
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o addition of 
interstitial 
components such as 
B and N 
o adjusting the 
composition ratio of 
HEA. 
o addition of light 
elements in the 
alloy, such as Al 
and Ti 
o replacing high 
density elements 
with relatively low 
density elements. 
• High temperature strength 
can be further increased 
by restraining grain 
boundary sliding. 
 
 
2.1.4 Structural Properties 
The four core effects mentioned in section 2.1.2  have provided practical direction to explore 
the mechanical properties of HEAs such as hardness, yield strength, elongation, etc. Wear and 
fatigue behaviour, and corrosion properties were also discussed in this section. Through the 
studies of HEAs mechanical properties, better alloy performance can be demonstrated. Thus, 
the understanding of the structure-property correlations is the prior key to create a new class of 
alloy with excellent features. 
 
2.1.4.1 Hardness and Yield Strength  
The strength of HEAs mainly depends on the crystal structure of the alloy and the bonding of 
each phase. FCC HEAs usually have good ductility but limited strength and vice versa for BCC 
HEAs. This indicates that high strength alloy often comes with low ductility behaviour. The 
trade-off between high ductility and high strength can be improved through minor element 
addition in HEAs due to the alloying effects. By adding 0.2mol of Mo in CoCrFeNi alloy, the 
hardness has increased from 570 HV to 620 HV [16].  Besides, a BCC phase and Laves phase 
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were resulted in AlCoCrFeNbxNi alloy due to the Nb alloying effect [44]. The increase of Nb 
content results in the increase of alloy hardness and compressive yield strength. 
Attributable to the high mixing entropy effect at elevated temperature and sluggish diffusion 
effect, the development of outstanding mechanical performances structural alloys is more 
conducive at high temperature [8]. The CrCoCuFeNiAl0.5 refractory HEA has been reported 
can sustain its high specific yield strength over 823 ˚C [45]. Similarly, the high yield strength 
of TaNbMoW RHEA can be maintained at a high temperature of 1527 ˚C. 
In order to minimise the energy demand in aerospace engineering and civil transportation 
applications, weight controlling of HEA acts as an important role [8]. Thus, the density of HEAs 
should be reduced to obtain better performance at high temperatures. With 10.1% density 
reduction after the Cr was completely replaced by Al, the CrMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr RHEA was still 
able to maintain high yield strength of 1200 MPa at room temperature of 25 ˚C and 745 MPa 
at a high temperature of 1000 ˚C [46]. 
 
2.1.4.2 Wear and Fatigue 
The cost of HEA is lower than that of superalloy and titanium alloys. With a lower price but 
better performances, HEA has high potential in industrial applications such as structural 
components and tools. However, the wear issue always arises with these applications. Hence, 
high wear resistance is the desired properties in HEAs. 
According to Chuang et al. [47], the Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti and Al0.2Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti HEAs have 
greater resistance to wear when compared to that of conventional alloys with the same strength. 
The higher the molar ratio of titanium, the higher the ; precipitates volume fraction, hence 
contributes more to the strengthening effect. Besides, the coarse ;  phases can be reduced 
through the addition of aluminium. Based on the existences of titanium and aluminium elements 
in these HEAs, high hardness of 654 HV for Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti and 717 HV for 
Al0.2Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti were obtained. The high hardness of these alloys generated oxidative 
wear, which then lowered the wear rates. In addition, a 50% wear resistance increment was 
shown in Al0.3CrFe1.5MnNi0.5 HEA through the growth limitation of ! phase which is hard and 
brittle [28]. 
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Furthermore, fatigue behaviour and prediction of equipment life are the critical considerations 
in aerospace manufacturing and industrial engineering. The fatigue behaviour of 
Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi HEA has been studied by Hemphill et al. [48]. High fatigue life is shown in 
this alloy under high tensile strength and endurance limit. This indicates that the endurance 
limit arises with the increase of ultimate tensile stress, so does the fatigue strength.  
 
2.1.4.3 Corrosion  
The corrosion behaviours of HEAs are commonly evaluated in sodium chloride (NaCl) and 
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) solutions. In both NaCl and H2SO4 solutions, the addition of copper to 
CoCrFeNi single-phase FCC HEA has degraded its corrosion resistance severely due to the 
existence of copper-rich interdendrite phase and galvanic corrosion was generated [49]. High 
temperature annealing is sufficient to reduce the amount of copper-rich phase, and hence 
improve the corrosion resistance [50]. 
Furthermore, the addition of aluminium to the HEA is also damaging the corrosion resistance 
in both solutions, as the formation of aluminium and nickel rich BCC phase or the two phase 
structure of BCC+B2 are corrosion favourably. In addition, the pitting corrosion of the 
AlxCrFe1.5MnNi0.5 HEA is enhanced in NaCl solution, due to the inclusion of aluminium in the 
alloy [51].  
On the other hand, the introduction of molybdenum element in Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti0.5Mox HEA 
increased the corrosion resistance as the pitting potential was improved in NaCl solution [52]. 
However, the corrosion resistance of this alloy was humiliated in H2SO4 solution due to the 
formation of ! phase, which is chromium and molybdenum elements enriched, leads to the 
elimination of chromium concentration in other phases, as chromium is a corrosion-resistance 
element. Therefore, more studies on the fatigue behaviour and corrosion resistance in HEAs 
are still much needed to develop higher performance system, and hence broaden the application 
of HEAs.  
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2.1.5 Advantages and Applications of HEAs 
2.1.5.1 Advantages  
The benefits of HEAs are listed as following [3, 4, 28]: 
• High strength and fracture toughness 
• High stiffness 
• Resistance to wear, corrosion and oxidation 
• Low density and lightweight 
• High elevated temperature strength 
• Superior temper softening resistance 
• Better formability and castability 
• Excellent magnetic properties 
 
2.1.5.2 Applications 
The remarkable properties of HEAs lead to an improvement in a wide range of applications as 
enumerated below [3, 28, 40]: 
• Electronics: 
o Soft magnetics, precision resistors, diffusion barrier, electromagnetic shield, 
battery anode material and 4-mode-ring laser gyroscope 
• Aerospace: 
o High thermal resistant engine, transmission casing, high frequency 
communication equipment, radiation barrier and functional coating 
• Construction: 
o Refractory building frame 
• Medical: 
o Anti-bacterial and anti-sticky tools 
• Nuclear: 
o Nuclear reactor, high pressure vessel and nuclear fuel cladding materials 
• Others: 
o Hydrogen storage, waste incinerator and light transportation  
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2.1.6 Summary for Equiatomic HEAs 
Based on the studies above, the equimolar or near equimolar HEAs have shown intensive 
properties, advantages and have broad applications. However, the concept of equiatomic HEAs 
has limited the possibilities of HEAs as listed in the following: 
• There is no assurance that the solid solution phase will be formed at a high temperature 
based on the high entropy effect as the increasing temperature will provoke the 
enthalpy-entropy competitiveness.  
• The lattice distortion effect does not show extensive improvement in residual strain. 
• The phase classification defined by the VEC rule will be no longer available when 
HEAs do not stay within the single-phase solid solution region.  
• HEAs with intermediate phases may also feasible to enhance HEAs properties. 
• Strength-ductility trade-off has restricted the application of HEAs. 
• The involvement of equimolar ratio principal elements in HEAs has contributed to 
extremely high raw material cost. 
In an effort to breakthrough these boundaries, the idea of non-equiatomic HEAs has been 
introduced. 
 
2.2 Non-equiatomic HEAs and Eutectic HEAs 
2.2.1 Non-equiatomic HEAs 
HEAs have intensified over the past 14 years attributable to its high research attention in the 
undiscovered compositional space. However, some of the design criteria that proposed early 
before have restricted the development of HEAs, such as the concentration of the element 
ranging from 5 to 35 at.% [3]. A vast number of studies have indicated that the growth of single-
phase solid solution of equiatomic HEAs has a susceptible influence on expanding high 
configuration entropy [54] and the configuration entropy is not a prime parameter to create 
HEAs with impressive behaviours [55].  
Yao et al. [55] have proposed a non-equiatomic Fe40Mn27Ni26Co5Cr2 HEA with superior tensile 
ductility and phase stability. This HEA has a configuration entropy of 1.3R which is about 20% 
lower than usual equiatomic HEAs but higher than the entropy of conventional alloys. This 
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alloy has a very stable FCC phase with superb ductility, about 58% of the total elongation. This 
study has demonstrated the requirements of equimolar element ratio, and maximum 
configuration entropy is inadequate to perform single-phase solid solution in HEAs. This study 
has breakthrough some of the HEAs design restrictions. However, this HEA does not show the 
desired yield strength and ultimate tensile strength, which indicates the strength-ductility trade-
off is still a limitation of the HEAs. 
Li et al. [54] have suggested the intermetallic phases with brittle behaviour can be eliminated 
through the concept of non-equiatomic HEAs with single or multiphase microstructure. With 
this concept, the strength-ductility of HEAs can be balanced through several deformation 
mechanisms such as twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) and transformation-induced plasticity 
(TRIP). As a result, Fe50Mn30Co10Cr10 alloy, a homogenised dual-phase (FCC+HCP) non-
equiatomic HEAs with fine grain size of 4.5 µm has shown massive joint optimisation of 
ductility and strength, with an ultimate tensile strength about 900 MPa and total elongation of 
70%. This study has shown that the conflict between high strength and high ductility can be 
eliminated through composition and grain sizes adjustment, as well as the modification of the 
deformation mechanisms. 
 
2.2.2 Eutectic HEAs 
With the same goals as of the non-equiatomic HEAs concept, Lu et al. have introduced the 
eutectic HEAs (EHEAs), a subgroup of 3d transition metal [16], which is designated by 
interpreting the HEAs concept with eutectic alloy structure [56]. This is due to the vast amount 
of the preferable features of the eutectic alloys such as high castability, better high temperature 
creep resistance, low-energy phase boundaries and etc. The AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA, which has 
a combination of the FCC and BCC phases, results in an ultimate tensile strength of 1.2 GPa 
and elongation of 12% after annealing [57]. The EHEA concept has alleviated the 
compositional segregation and the strength-ductility opposition, and merged the benefits of 
eutectic alloy and HEAs. However, the near equiatomic EHEAs with a substantial amount of 
expensive refractory element addition has confined their industrial utilisation [57]. 
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2.2.3 Fe-based EHEA, Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 
Based on the concept of non-equiatomic HEAs and EHEAs mentioned in section 2.2, Yin et al. 
[58] have constructed a series of iron-based EHEAs with molybdenum and chromium as 
intermetallic forming elements, and nickel as FCC forming element [59]. Due to the high 
availability and low market cost of iron, it has been chosen to be the principal element for this 
EHEA with the aim to substantially reduce the cost. With the exclusion of cobalt, a 
tremendously expensive element, it is evident that this alloy is more cost-effective when 
compared to HEAs with near equimolar ratio and with cobalt inclusion. 
In this study, the Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 EHEA has an exceptional ductility as no fracture was 
occurred during compression test due to the high fraction of FCC forming elements, as revealed 
in Figure 2. The tendency of element segregation in multiphase structure and brittle 
intermetallic behaviour are mitigated in the EHEA.  
 
Figure 2: Compressive stress-strain curve for EHEAs 
With a lower content of molybdenum, this hypoeutectic HEA consists of proeutectic FCC phase 
which is rich in iron and nickel elements, and lamellar divorced eutectic structure with a 
combination of ! phase and FCC phase which is enriched with chromium and molybdenum 
elements, as shown in Figure 3. The formation of ! phase, a multicomponent solid solution, is 
due to the interaction between the atomic size difference of various elements in the alloy, as 
well as the high configuration entropy [16]. In addition, the !  phase is also one of the 
topologically closed-pack (TCP) phase which can lower the alloy overall free energy by 
obtaining a high number of bonding through the contrast of sizeable atomic size lattice site and 
small atomic size lattice site. 
 Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy 
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Figure 3: As-cast hypoeutectic Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy 
However, with the low molybdenum intermetallic forming element content, this EHEA has an 
unsatisfactory uniaxial compressive strength of 972.9 MPa. The strength-ductility trade-off of 
this EHEA is yet to be resolved. Therefore, this alloy has been selected to be further studied in 
this project with the aim to improve its hardness.  
 
2.3 Strengthening Mechanism  
With the intention of maximising the strength of HEAs, there are four main categories 
strengthening mechanisms: solid solution hardening, precipitation hardening, grain boundary 
hardening, and dislocation hardening [60]. Precipitation hardening has been broadly reported 
in FCC HEAs but less frequent in BCC HEAs, as B2 phase and second-phase particles with 
high thermal stability found in BCC phase diminish the precipitation hardening effect [1, 26]. 
Thus, this project will focus on the precipitation hardening due to the high fraction of FCC 
phase in the Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 EHEA. 
 
2.3.1 Precipitation Hardening 
Precipitation hardening or age hardening is the most common and effective strengthening 
mechanism to further increase the hardness of alloys through the formation of second phase 
fine particles that uniformly distributed in the matrix, where the plastic stability of the alloys 
can be maintained [15, 60, 63]. This can be achieved by performing heat treatment at the 
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optimum aging condition. Orowan mechanism and shearing mechanism are the major 
categories for precipitation hardening. When the size of particles is large or incoherent with the 
matrix, Orowan mechanism tends to occur. Nevertheless, the shearing mechanism would 
signify when the particles are adequately small and coherent with the matrix [1, 61]. 
For instance, the strength of as-cast Al0.3CrFe1.5MnNi0.5 alloy increased significantly after aging 
at a temperature range of 600 ˚C to 900 ˚C, the hardness of this alloy has been improved from 
300 HV to 850 HV at an aging temperature of 600 ˚C for 100 hours [62]. The formation of < 
phase with Cr-Fe-Mn element enriched in this alloy is induced with a reduce amount of BCC 
phase, as the result of the precipitation hardening. The increment of the hardness is also credit 
to the secondary hardening effect delivered from Ni-Al rich phase. 
Similarly, the work of Ren et al. [4] shows that the hardness of CuCr2Fe2NiMn alloy can be 
optimised from 334 HV to 450 HV through precipitation hardening of the < phase at 800 ˚C. 
In addition, the homogenisation improvement of this alloy is also attributed to the confinement 
of the interdendritic regions, which leads to the enhancement of hardness. 
Furthermore, the CoCrFeNiNb0.25 EHEA was strengthened to more than 2000 MPa fracture 
strength with the appearance of ductile FCC precipitates after the alloy was aged at 750 ˚C for 
seven days [15]. The fine precipitates with 500 nm in size formed during the aging treatment 
strengthen the lattice strain, which further enhances the dislocation resistance, hence improve 
the hardness of the HEAs. The FCC precipitates not only pronounce the strengthening effect 
but also maintain the alloy ductility. This indicates that the mechanism of precipitation 
hardening has the potential to provide a good balance between ductility and strength. 
 
2.3.2 Precipitation Hardening Through Minor Element Addition 
Precipitation hardening effect can be further enhanced through minor element addition. The 
study of minor titanium and aluminium elements addition to the FeCoNiCr alloy with single-
phase FCC structure shows a great increased of strength due to the formation of nanosized 
precipitates, with a less significant loss in ductility [60]. After cold rolled, annealed, and aged 
process, the HEA has yield strength of 645 MPa and elongation of 39%, with nanosized 
precipitates less than 40nm. This indicates that the imbalance between strength and ductility 
can be resolved through minor alloy addition. Moreover, new properties and applications could 
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be discovered as a result of minor element addition to HEAs, due to the cocktail effect, as 
mentioned in section 2.1.2.4.  
 
2.3.2.1 Titanium 
Titanium element has been broadly added in steels and HEAs to refine microstructure, 
drastically improve fracture toughness, and enhance the strengthening effect due to its low 
density properties (4.51 g/cm3) and high lattice distortion [14, 64, 66]. The formation of 
coherent nanosized precipitates was induced through minor addition of titanium element into 
the CoCrFeNi alloy. Hence, the hardness of the alloy was boosted [67]. 
The minor addition of titanium has strengthened the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA due to the massive 
lattice distortion which promoted by the relatively large atomic size of titanium [64]. The 
hardness of Al0.3CoCrFeNiTi0.1 was increased 83% after aged at 700 ˚C for 144 hours. 
Besides, due to the large negative mixing enthalpy, the hardness of AlCoCrFeNiTi0.5 has 
improved to 600 HV due to the formation of intermetallic phases [68]. This alloy has a plasticity 
of 23% and excellent yield strength of 2.26 GPa. The hardness of this HEA can be improved 
by increasing the amount of titanium in the alloy matrix.	
 
2.3.2.2 Carbon 
On the other hand, carbon is a light element with density of 2.25 g/cm3 and high melting point 
of 3500 ˚C [67]. Besides, carbon has attractive properties and board industrial application such 
as good electricity conductor and thermal insulator [70]. There are many studies about carbon 
alloying effect in recent years, such as CoCrFeNiMnC0.25 alloy [65] and Al0.3CoCrFeNiC0.1 
alloy [71]. 
The study about precipitation of carbides in CoCrFeNiMnC0.25 alloy has shown that there was 
a 72% microhardness improvement for CoCrFeNiMn alloy, which was increased from 160 HV 
to 275 HV after carbon content was added. Furthermore, the fine k2 precipitates formed in 
Al0.3CoCrFeNiC0.1 alloy has been reported to have a reliable age hardening effect at 700 ˚C. 
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Both CoCrFeNiMnC0.25 alloy and Al0.3CoCrFeNiC0.1 alloy have been proving the hardening 
effect of carbon addition in HEAs. 
A non-equiatomic Fe49.5Mn30Co10Cr10C0.5 HEA has reported having an excellent strength-
ductility behaviour with an almost 1 GPa ultimate tensile strength and 60% of the total 
elongation, through minor interstitial element carbon [54]. As a consequence of carbon addition, 
the stacking fault energy is vitalised and induced to great local dislocation, and hence higher 
stabilisation of the FCC phase. 
 
2.3.2.3 Titanium Carbide and Molybdenum Carbide 
By reviewing the strengthening effect of titanium and carbon, there is a possibility that the 
combination of both elements could bring an excellent hardness enhancement. Titanium tends 
to react with carbon and forms titanium carbide which is an extremely high strength heat 
resistant ceramic material with low density of 4.93 g/cm3, high melting point of 3160 ˚C, 
ultimate tensile strength of 258 MPa and high chemical stability [72, 73].  
Hence, the reinforcement effect of the combination of titanium and carbon was studied in 
(FeCrNiCo)Al0.75Cu0.25 + 10 vol.% TiC composite and it has been proved to have extraordinary 
mechanical properties, specifically high yield strength of 1637 MPa, high fracture strength of 
2972 MPa, and plastic strain of 31.8% [53]. The strong interfacial bonding of the titanium 
carbide with the matrix of (FeCrNiCo)Al0.75Cu0.25 alloy increased the hardness of the HEA 
tremendously. In addition, the dissolution of titanium and carbon encouraged high lattice 
distortion effect, which decreased the dislocation effect and hence hardened the HEA. However, 
the increase of the titanium carbide size and volume fraction results in the decrease in HEA 
ductility.  
The impact of titanium carbide on HEAs is still less reported. Thus, the study of the effect of 
titanium and carbon addition to HEAs is much required, and this has increased the interest to 
investigate the strengthening effect of these reinforcement content in Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy in 
this project. With the minor addition of titanium and carbon to the alloy, molybdenum carbides, 
MoC and Mo2C, can be formed through the interaction between carbon and molybdenum 
element from Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy. This carbide is also a supremely hard refractory ceramic 
with compressive strength of 901 MPa [74] and commercially applied in cutting tools. 
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Furthermore, the exclusive physical properties of molybdenum carbide such as high melting 
point of 2690 ˚C [74], high thermal stability, and good electrical conductivity have contributed 
to the growth of renewable and sustainable energy production [76]. 
Chromium carbide may also form in the alloy attributable to the dissolution of the chromium 
in the alloy. This refractory compound has high temperature performance with melting point of 
1895 ˚C [77] hardness of 753 HV [78, 79]. Due to its outstanding resistance to wear and 
corrosion at elevated temperature, chromium carbide often used in wear resistance coatings, 
thermal spray, welding electrodes, chrome plating, and cutting tools. 
 
2.4 Cost 
The cost of each HEA with different amount of titanium and carbon addition was estimated and 
listed in Table 4, based on the alloy composition and the price of each element per kilogram 
shown in Table 5.  
However, this is just a preliminary cost estimate for the alloy which manufacturing and 
fabrication cost such as casting, polishing or heat treatment was not included and the inflation 
or currency exchange rate was not taken into consideration.  
There is a more accurate cost estimation method available, which is based on the minimisation 
of Gibbs energy algorithm and other thermodynamic criteria such as solidification range, as 
proposed by Gheribi et al. [80]. 
Table 4: Price of alloying elements used 
Element Cost (AUD/kg) Reference 
Fe 23.10 [81] 
Ni 4506.16 [82] 
Cr 396.47 [83] 
Mo 550.65 [84] 
Ti 3358.97 [85] 
C 5176.12 [86] 
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Table 5: Raw material cost estimation 
HEAs TiC (at.%) Approximate Raw Material Cost (AUD/kg) 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)98TiC 1 1321.47 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)96Ti2C2 2 1347.43 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)94Ti3C3 3 1373.89 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)92Ti4C4 4 1400.89 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 5 1428.42 
 
2.5 Summary 
This literature review has shown potential works in the development of HEA such as the 
breakthrough of the HEAs original concept restriction and strength improvement mechanisms. 
The optimum hardness of various HEAs was obtained under an aging treatment temperature 
range of 600 ˚C to 750 ˚C. However, a commercial HEA with excellent high strength and high 
ductility is yet to be investigated. A clear research gap and direction have been pointed out. 
Therefore, this project will focus on the strength enhancement of hypoeutectic Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 
HEA by the use of precipitation hardening and minor element addition of titanium and carbon 
while maintaining good alloy ductility. 
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3.0  Methodology  
A series of detailed experimental operations were carried out to accomplish the project aims 
and objectives listed in section 1.3.  
 
3.1 Casting 
The as-cast Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy was synthesised by vacuum arc melting in argon atmosphere. 
The commercial-grade elemental powders of Fe, Ni, Cr and Mo with 99.9 wt.% purity were 
mixed and compacted. A 120 × 12 × 8 mm3 bar ingot was manufactured. 
To strengthen Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, minor titanium and carbon were added to the alloy based 
on the chemical composition (wt.%) shown in Table 6.  
Table 6: Weight percentage of elements in  alloy with TiC addition 
Element 1.0 at.% 2.0 at.% 3.0 at.% 4.0 at.% 5.0 at.% 
Fe 43.1786 42.7119 42.2359 41.7504 41.2551 
Ni 25.2732 25.0000 24.7214 24.4372 24.1473 
Cr 22.2747 22.0339 21.7884 21.5379 21.2824 
Mo 8.2245 8.1356 8.0449 7.9525 7.8581 
Ti 0.8392 1.6949 2.5675 3.4576 4.3656 
C 0.2098 0.4237 0.6419 0.8644 1.0914 
 
3.2 Sample Cutting 
The as-cast bar ingot was then fabricated into 3 mm pieces by using Struers Discotom-6 water 
jet cutting wheel with a 30A25 aluminium oxide blade and cutting speed of 3 mm/s. 
Recirculating water acts as lubricate to decrease the friction between the blade and the bar ingot.  
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3.3 Aging Treatment 
The frabicated samples were aged by using high temperature furnace at temperatures ranging 
from 600 ˚C to 1000 ˚C for a series of aging time, as shown in Table 7. The temperature range 
was determined according to the literature review in section 2.3 to obtain the alloy with highest 
hardness.  
Table 7: Aging treatment for Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy 
Temperature (˚C) Aging Time (h) Cooling Medium 
600 
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 48, 96 Water 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
These aging parameters were validated, and the aging temperatures were optimised to 700 ˚C, 
800 ˚C and 900 ˚C for alloy with additions, as shown in Table 8.  
Table 8: Aging treatment for (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy 
Temperature (˚C) Aging Time (h) Cooling Medium 
700 
2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 48, 96 Water 800 
900 
Thermocouple and thermometer were used to calibrate the furnace temperature to ensure the 
accuracy of the aging temperature. The samples were quenched in water after taken out from 
the furnace when the specified aging time was reached. To minimise the drop of furnace 
temperature, the furnace door was closed immediately after the sample was taken out. The aged 
samples were dried and put in the labelled resealable plastic bag to avoid confusion. 
 
3.4 Mounting 
All the aged samples were hot mounted by using Struers CitoPress-30 machine before polishing. 
The purposes of mounting are to handle the sample easier and reduce the damage to the sample 
itself. The sample was embedded in 10 ml Polyfast resin (Bakelite with carbon filler) for 3.5 
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minutes at a temperature of 180 °C and a pressure of 325 bars. The sample and resin were then 
water cooled for 1.5 minutes. A 25 mm diameter circular mounted sample with height of 15 
mm was created. All the mounted samples were carved with an appropriate label (e.g. aging 
time and temperature).  
 
3.5 Grinding 
The mounted samples were ground by using Struers TegraPol-31 grinder to remove the 
impurities or oxides on the sample surface. A flat and low roughness sample surface was 
attained after ground. The samples were ground with 320 grit silicon carbide abrasive paper 
under a force of 20 N for three minutes with a disc rotation speed of 200 rpm and a sample 
holder speed of 150 rpm. Water was acted as a coolant for the grinding process to remove heat 
and debris. It was important to notice that the sample surface was put on top of the silicon 
carbide paper. If the engraved parts of the mounted samples were ground, all the samples could 
not be identified. Thus, the previous steps were wasted.  
 
3.6 Polishing 
The samples were then proceeded to the polishing step. The aim of polishing is to obtain a high 
surface quality and fine mirror-like finish of the sample. Struers TegraPol-31 machine was used 
to carry out the polishing process.  
The sample holder, polishing platen, polishing clothes and samples were washed gently by 
using detergent before and after each polishing step to remove the remaining large grains from 
the previous step. The samples were first polished by using MD-Largo polishing cloth with the 
use of DiaPro Largo 9 µm diamond suspension as a lubricant under a force of 20 N for 2.30 
minutes with a disc rotation speed of 150 rpm and a sample holder speed of 150 rpm.  
A smaller grain size polishing cloth (MD-Mol) was then used to polish the samples further to 
avoid excessive damage to the sample surface. Samples were polished with DiaPro Mol 3 µm 
diamond suspension as a lubricant under a force of 20 N for 2.30 minutes with a disc rotation 
speed of 150 rpm and a sample holder speed of 150 rpm. 
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The slight variation for the alloy with minor elemental addition was the samples were further 
polished by using MD-Nap polishing cloth to obtain a final fine surface. A force of 15 N was 
used to polish the samples for 2.30 minutes with a disc rotation speed of 150 rpm and a sample 
holder speed of 150 rpm. DiaPro Nap, 1 µm diamond suspension, was used as a lubricant. With 
this additional polishing step, a higher quality SEM image with lesser starches can be acquired.  
Furthermore, the samples were thoroughly washed by using water, followed by rinsing with 
ethanol to prevent oxidation. The samples were then dried by using a compressed air gun. An 
ultrasonic bath might be used to clean the samples if the polishing suspension could not be 
removed by using water and ethanol. 
 
3.7 Hardness Test 
Macro-hardness was tested after polishing was done by using Vickers hardness tester under a 
load of 5 kg with a dwell time of 12 seconds. Five measurements were taken to ensure the 
accuracy of the hardness. The hardness measurements of each sample were used to construct 
the aging curve. 
In contrast, ten measurements were made instead of five measurements for the alloy with minor 
elemental addition to increase the precision of the hardness results. 
 
3.8 Etching 
Aqua Regia, a mixture of nitric acid and hydrochloric acid, was used to etch the samples before 
microstructure reviewed by using optical microscope. The purposes of etching are to reveal 
microstructural details at the microscopic level and enhance the contrast between elements of 
the HEA. It was essential to pay attention to the colour change of the sample during the etching 
process. If a sample was over-etched, the microstructure could not be seen clearly under the 
optical microscopic. Hence, polishing and etching process would need to be repeated. 
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3.9 Microscopic Review 
The etched samples were reviewed by using Polyvar MET optical microscope which was 
attached with Canon EOS 5D Mark II DSLR camera. The microstructure of the samples was 
observed and captured under 50X and 100X magnification for further analysis.  
It was worth to observe whether the sample surface to be examined under the microscope was 
flat. The image would focus in the centre but out of focus for the sides if the sample surface 
were not level. To avoid this problem, a specimen levelling press was used by pressing the 
mounted sample into the plasticine on a microscope slide. A layer of tissue paper was covered 
on the sample surface to avoid scratches or contamination. 
 
3.10 Optimal Selection 
The sample with the best aging performance was chosen to carry out SEM and EDS.  
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4.0  Aging Phenomenon of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloy 
The Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys were aged at temperatures ranging from 600 ˚C to 1000 ˚C. The 
results of the hardness test and microstructural analysis were discussed in this section. It was 
worth to note that aging treatment at a temperature of 1100 ˚C and above will not be carried out 
as the sample was burnt off after heat treated at 1100 ˚C for 1 hour. 
 
4.1 Hardness of Aged Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloys 
The hardness measurements of the aged samples were used to investigate precipitation 
hardening effectiveness. The aging curve shown in Figure 4 was generated based on the 
hardness data listed in Table 14 (Appendix A).  
 
Figure 4: Aging curve of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys 
As shown in Figure 4, there were no significant changes in the hardness after the samples were 
aged at a temperature ranging from 600 ˚C to 800 ˚C. Within this temperature range, the 
maximum hardness obtained was about 273.4 HV at 800 ˚C for 8 hours. This shows that the 
hardness has only increased by 33.6% when compared to that of as-cast Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, 
which was not the desired outcome.  
As-cast 
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By increasing the aging temperature to 900 ˚C, an optimum hardness of 307.12 HV was 
obtained when the alloy was aged for 48 hours. This shows that there was approximately a 52% 
increase in hardness when compared to that of as-cast alloy. When the alloy was aged for more 
than 48 hours, the average hardness has dropped to 284.86 HV. This hardness reduction 
indicates that the alloy was overaged.  
To further analyse the aging effect in this alloy, the aging curve in Figure 4 was replotted to a 
hardness graph with the independent variable of aging temperature, as shown in Figure 5. It can 
be seen that the 600 ˚C range samples have negligible strength improvement as the overall 
hardness of these samples were lower than that of as-cast alloy except for the aging time of 8 
hours, which may indicate that 600 ˚C is below the critical temperature of the HEA.  
In contrast, the alloys that aged at 900 ˚C have the best overall aging performances as the 
hardness expansion was the widest among all the aging temperatures. Furthermore, the aging 
temperature of 1000˚C does not show an attractive hardness improvement when compared to 
800 ˚C and 900 ˚C, which indicates the effective aging temperatures for this alloy are ranging 
from 700 ˚C to 900 ˚C. Therefore, the optimum aging conditions for this alloy is at 900 ˚C and 
48 hours.  
 
Figure 5: The hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys aged at various aging conditions 
It is worth to mention that both hardness and strength are the vital properties of the alloy. 
However, there is a difference between hardness and strength. According to the relationship 
between hardness and strength [93]: 
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where HV is the hardness of the alloy and ! is the yield strength or ultimate tensile strength. 
According to equation (3), hardness is proportional to the yield strength or ultimate tensile 
strength, which denotes that the alloy will have higher strength when the hardness of the alloy 
is increased. Therefore, the hardness and strength of the alloy were improved  
To further investigate the hardening effect, microstructures of the aged samples will be analysed 
in conjunction with hardness results based on the evolution of morphology under different aging 
conditions. 
 
4.2 Microstructure Analysis of Aged Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloys 
The effect of different aging conditions on microstructures was analysed in this section to gain 
a clearer understanding of the aging process. At 600 ˚C, the microstructures of the alloys did 
not show significant changes and no appearance of precipitates were observed in the alloy 
across aging time, as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, there is extremely less remarkable in the 
hardness improvement hardness for samples aged at 600 ˚C as no precipitates can obstruct the 
dislocation movement. 
 
Figure 6: Microstructures of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys aged at 600˚C for various aging time 
When the aging temperature was increased to 700 ˚C, nanosized precipitates started to form 
around the divorced eutectic structure after 24 hours of aging. The volume fraction of the 
precipitates in the matrix was increased slowly with time, as shown in Figure 7. The formation 
of the nanosized precipitates has contributed to the restriction to the motion of dislocations. 
Thus, the hardness was improved from 202 HV to 242.2 HV. 
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Figure 7: Microstructures of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys aged at 700˚C for various aging time 
As presented in Figure 8, the nanosized particles that formed around divorced eutectic 
structures started to transform into needle-like precipitates at 800 ˚C with an aging time of 16 
hours. When the volume fraction of the precipitates increased with time, it can be seen that the 
needle-like precipitates were lengthened and merged with each other at the end of the aging 
process.  
 
Figure 8: Microstructures of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys aged at 800˚C for various aging time 
Similarly, the small needle-like precipitates formed around the divorced eutectic structures 
when the alloy was aged at 1000 ˚C for 2 hours. However, the volume fraction of the 
precipitates was decreased when the aging time reached 4 hours. Furthermore, there was an 
extremely low presence of the needle-like precipitates after an aging time of 16 hours as the 
precipitates started to dissolve in the alloy matrix. It was noticed that the dissolution of the 
divorced eutectic structures occurred after 96 hours of aging as divorced eutectic structures 
became discontinuous and smaller in size, as shown in Figure 9. Besides, the sample aged at 8 
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hours was burnt off due to its small surface area. Thus, a careful selection of sample geometry 
is required to conduct a successful aging treatment.  
 
Figure 9: Microstructures of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys aged at 1000˚C for various aging time  
As mentioned in section 4.1, the peak hardness of the aged alloy was acquired at 900 ˚C for 48 
hours. Therefore, SEM examination was used to attain more comprehensive microstructures 
for the 900 ˚C range samples.  
According to Figure 10, it can be seen that when the aging time increases, the density of the 
needle-like precipitates increases. In addition, the precipitates started to grow into the divorced 
eutectic structures after 8 hours of aging. When the aging time reached 48 hours, the volume 
fraction of the precipitates was the highest, and the size of the needle-like precipitates are about 
24 µm. The higher the number of precipitates formed in the matrix, the more the dislocation 
motion being impeded as strain field was created in the alloy lattice structure, the more 
additional energy are required to cut through the precipitates, and hence the alloy was 
strengthened. This reflected in the hardness test result in section 4.1, where there was a 52% 
strength improvement under this aging condition.  
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Figure 10: SEM images of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys aged at 900˚C for various aging time 
In order to further investigate the strengthening effect in this alloy, energy dispersive X-ray 
spectrometer (EDS) was used to determine the elemental composition in the microstructure. 
From the EDS mapping shown in Figure 11, the needle-like precipitates are enriched in Cr and 
Mo elements, which is similar to the divorced eutectic structures (! phase). Therefore, the 
precipitation hardening effect on this alloy is due to the formation of ! phase precipitates. 
 
Figure 11: EDS mapping of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy aged at 900˚C for 48 hours 
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4.3 Validation of Optimum Aging Parameters for Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloy 
According to the hardness results and the microstructure analysis, the aging temperature of 
900˚C and aging time of 48 hours have been proven to be the optimum aging conditions for 
Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy. However, the maximum aging time used in the heat treatment is only 
up to 96 hours. Further hardness improvement may result if the alloy is aged for a more 
extended period. As shown in Figure 12(a), the aging temperature of 800 ˚C has the potential 
to increase the precipitates density if the alloy is aged longer than 96 hours.  
Therefore, the one-phase exponential association fitting curve [92] was used to predict the 
evolution of alloy strength for a longer aging time. From Figure 12(b), the optimum temperature 
is 900 ˚C, but the hardness of the alloys has almost no changes when the aging time is increased 
to 200 hours. As stated by the one-phase association equation: 
 @ = @A + (C*DEFDG − @A) × [1 − F(JKL)] (4) 
where Y is the hardness of the alloy, @A is the hardness at zero hours, Plateau is the hardness at 
infinite time, K is the rate constant (1/h), and x is the aging time. By substituting the values to 
equation (4), the estimation of the hardness at 200 hours of aging time is about 298.53 HV for 
900 ˚C. Therefore, the optimum aging parameters, 900 ˚C and 48 hours, are validated and no 
further investigation of the aging conditions is needed. 
 
Figure 12: Evolution of hardness for Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy: (a) morphology changes under various aging temperature and 
time and (b) one-phase exponential association fitting curve 
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4.4 Summary 
Based on the aging curve, the peak average hardness of the aged alloy is 307.1 HV, 52% of 
strength improvement through precipitation hardening with the validated optimum aging 
conditions of 900 ˚C and 48 hours. The intermetallic precipitates nucleated in the divorced 
eutectic structures, diffused into the matrix, transformed into needle-like precipitates (! phase) 
and reinforced the strength of the alloy by lowering the ease of dislocation movement and 
creating strain field in alloy lattice structure. However, the size of the needle-like precipitates 
is larger than 20 µm which will lead to high ductility as the more the precipitates elongated, the 
shorter the width of the precipitates, the weaker the region in the microstructure, and thus the 
lower the strength of the alloy [88]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the volume fraction and 
size of the precipitates will influence the evolution of the alloy strength. As a result of the long 
thin precipitates, this HEA has minor precipitation hardening effect as the hardness 
improvement of the aged alloy was insignificant. 
With the intention of further improving the strength of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, minor addition 
of titanium and carbon to the alloy was proposed to further strengthen the alloy. This is because 
the reinforcement content tends to induce the formation of carbides such as titanium carbide 
and molybdenum carbide. Titanium carbide has been proven to have excellent strengthening 
effect in HEAs, as mentioned in section 2.3.2.3. Therefore, the carbides were aimed to refine 
the size of precipitates in the alloy. In addition, the aging temperatures of 600 ˚C and 1000 ˚C 
did not show attractive strength improvement in the alloy. Thus, the aging temperatures were 
optimised to 700 ˚C, 800 ˚C and 900 ˚C in order to obtain the best aging performance.
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5.0  Effect of Secondary Elemental Titanium and Carbon Addition in 
Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloy 
5.1 As-cast (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx Alloys 
5.1.1 Hardness of As-cast (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx Alloys 
Various incorporation levels of titanium and carbon ranging from 1 at.% to 5 at.% were added 
to Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy respectively to further improve its strength. The hardness of the 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx alloys was measured respectively and shown in Figure 13. It is 
evident that the hardness of the alloy was increased coexisted with the increased of the 
reinforcement content. The alloy with peak hardness of 246.45 HV was procured at 5 at.% of 
titanium and carbon incorporation level, which was about 24.5% strength increment from 
Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy. 
In addition, there was no major hardness improvement when the reinforcement content was 
increased from 3 at.% to 5 at.%, which indicates that no further increase in the amount of 
titanium and carbon is needed. The error bars in Figure 13 denotes the deviation in the hardness 
for each incorporation level of titanium and carbon. The large deviation might be due to element 
segregation and impurities in the alloy casting, where the region with higher element 
composition will result in higher hardness. 
 
Figure 13: Hardness of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx alloys (x=1, 2 ,3, 4 and 5). Error bars represent standard deviations 
As-cast 
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5.1.2 Microstructure Analysis of As-cast (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx Alloys 
The microstructures of the (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx alloys were reviewed under SEM to 
investigate how does the addition of various titanium and carbon incorporation levels affect the 
morphology of alloy structure. By increasing the amount of reinforcement content in the alloy, 
the divorced eutectic structures started to become smaller in size and discontinuous, as shown 
in Figure 14. It was observed that the divorced eutectic structures were more difficult to be 
etched out in these as-cast alloys, especially when the amount of the titanium and carbon in the 
alloy was increased.  
 
Figure 14: SEM images of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx alloys 
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As from section 5.1.1, the peak hardness of the alloy was obtained when the reinforcement 
content was at 5 at.%. Therefore, (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy was selected to perform EDS 
analysis to determine the elemental composition in microstructure that contributes to the 
strength improvement of the alloy.  
Carbides were formed in the matrix as a product of the reaction between the additions and other 
elements in the alloy. From the EDS mapping shown in Figure 15, the carbides are enriched in 
Ti, Mo and C elements. It has been reported that molybdenum has high reactivity with titanium 
carbide to form (Ti, Mo)C particles, which has high strength and high thermal stability [89, 90]. 
Therefore, it is believed that the formation of the carbides in the alloy is due to the dissolution 
of molybdenum in divorced eutectic structure and its reaction with the added titanium and 
carbon in the alloy during casting. 
As mentioned in the literature review in section 2.3.2.3, titanium carbide and molybdenum 
carbide are excessively hard ceramics with high melting point. Hence, the alloy was reinforced 
by the existence of multiple carbides, specifically titanium carbides, molybdenum carbides or 
(Ti, Mo)C particles. The XRD or elemental line scan analysis is suggested to further determine 
the element distribution in the carbide. 
 
Figure 15: EDS mapping of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy 
Therefore, the alloy with 5 at.% of titanium and carbon addition was chosen to implement aging 
treatment with the intention to further expand the strength of the alloy. In addition, the carbides 
were expected to hinder the elongation of the needle-like precipitates during the aging process.
5 at.% TiC 
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5.2 Aging Phenomenon of the (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 Alloys 
5.2.1 Hardness of Aged (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 Alloys 
According to the aging performance of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys in section 4.0, the aging 
temperatures were optimised to 700 ˚C, 800 ˚C and 900 ˚C for (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys 
in order to have a more effective aging process. The optimum average hardness was measured 
to be 402.24 HV, which was about 63.2% strength increment from that of the as-cast 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy after the alloy was aged at 800 ˚C for 96 hours.  
Figure 16 shows that the aging temperature of 700 ˚C and 800 ˚C have an identical trend in 
hardness data where the hardness of the alloy increased accompanied with the aging time. For 
the aging temperature of 900 ˚C, the hardness of the alloy started to drop after the aging time 
reached 24 hours. The overall deviation in the hardness results has been minimised when 
compared to the size of the error bar for the as-cast alloy with additions, as shown in Figure 13. 
This suggests that the precipitates formed during the aging treatment were dispersed more 
uniformly in the matrix than the as-cast alloy. Microstructures of the aged alloy were analysed 
in the section 5.2.2 to evaluate the homogeneity of the alloy. 
 
Figure 16: Aging curve of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy. Error bars represent the standard deviation  
A hardness distribution graph with aging temperature as the independent variable was 
transformed from the aging curve to evaluate the strength evolution of the alloy under various 
aging conditions. Based on Figure 17, the aging time of 24 hours has the best precipitation 
As-cast 
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hardening effectiveness in (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy, as the hardness was expanded 
significantly when the aging temperature rose. Furthermore, this optimised aging temperature 
range has shown remarkable hardness improvement in the alloy, which reveals the addition of 
the reinforcement content has improved the aging behaviour of the alloy.  
 
Figure 17: Hardness distribution of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy at various aging conditions 
 
5.2.2 Microstructure Analysis of Aged (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 Alloys 
The microstructure of the aged (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys were analysed in concurrent 
with the hardness results in section 5.2.1. At 700 ˚C, there was no remarkable transformation 
in the microstructures when the alloys were aged for 2 hours to 8 hours, as shown in Figure 18. 
This has reflected in the aging curve (Figure 16), where there was a gradual increase in hardness 
within this aging period. Nanosized precipitates were formed in the matrix when the aging time 
reached 16 hours and increased in size over time. When the alloy was aged for 96 hours, fine 
needle-like precipitates were observed near the divorced eutectic structures; thus peak hardness 
was attained under this aging condition.  
However, the volume fraction of the precipitates was low, which might due to fewer elements 
were diffused out of the divorced eutectic structures. As a consequence of low volume fraction 
and small particles, dislocation is easier to cut through the precipitates and results in low 
dislocation impedance. Hence, the higher aging temperature is required to boost the strength of 
the alloy by obtaining equilibrium precipitate volume fraction. 
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Figure 18: Microstructures of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys aged at 700˚C for various aging time 
By increasing the aging temperature to 900 ˚C, the fine needle-like precipitates were elongated 
over time. From Figure 19, it can be observed that the nanosized precipitates and long thin 
needle-like precipitates coexisted in the alloy matrix. From the aging curve in Figure 16, the 
overall average hardness for the 900 ˚C range is relatively higher than that of the 700 ˚C range, 
which indicates that these precipitates have incredible strengthening effects on the alloy. 
Furthermore, the highest density of the precipitates was acquired when the aging time reached 
24 hours, which led to more obstruction of dislocation movement, and thus the optimum 
hardness of the alloy was obtained.  
Nevertheless, the volume fraction of the precipitates started to decrease after 24 hours of aging, 
and the size of the divorced eutectic structures was increased. Therefore, the strength of the 
alloy was reduced as dislocation could not cut through the large precipitates easily, which led 
to the formation of dislocation looping around precipitates and contributed to over aging. 
 
Figure 19: Microstructures of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys aged at 900˚C for various aging time 
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According to the aging curve (Figure 16), the alloy that aged at 800 ˚C for 96 hours has the best 
aging performance with the highest hardness increased. With the intention to analyse the 
hardening effect of precipitates, the alloys that aged under the aging temperature of 800 ˚ C were 
examined by using SEM. 
Figure 20 presents the evolution of microstructure morphology. The formation of nanosized 
precipitates occurred when the alloy was aged at 2 hours, and the precipitates were then 
transformed into long thin precipitates when the aging time was increased to 4 hours. In addition, 
the nanosized precipitates and needle-like precipitates were formed in the matrix 
simultaneously, and the volume fraction of these precipitates was expanded accompanied with 
aging time. At 8 hours, it was discovered that the divorced eutectic structures were formed 
along the border of the carbides, as shown in the red circle (Figure 20). This may be due to the 
carbides are initially formed and acts as nucleant for the divorced eutectic structure (! phase), 
which then refines the ! phase in the alloy during rapid solidification process  [53, 91]. 
The equilibrium volume fraction of nanosized precipitates and fine needle-like precipitates was 
achieved when the alloy was aged under optimum aging conditions (800 ˚C, 96 hours). In 
addition, the precipitates have been refined from the size more than 20 µm (aged 
Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy) to less than 10 µm which is evident that the growth of the needle-like 
precipitates has been restricted through minor addition of the reinforcement particles. As a 
consequence of high density of fine precipitates, the dislocation motion has been highly 
disrupted, and additional energy is required to cut through the precipitates; thus, the alloy is 
hardened. 
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Figure 20: SEM images of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys aged at 800˚C for various aging time 
The microstructure of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy that aged at 800 ˚C for 96 hours was 
further magnified to investigate the size of precipitates. Despite the fine needle-like precipitates, 
a high density of fine particles, which are less than 1 µm, were observed in the alloy, as shown 
in Figure 21. Therefore, these fine particles have been proven to be nanosized. In contrast, the 
nanoparticles have advanced the strengthening effect on the alloy, which further improves the 
hardness of the alloy that has hardened by the fine needle-like precipitates. 
 
Figure 21: Microstructure of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy aged at 800˚C for 96 hours  
From Figure 22, the EDS mapping shows that aged (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy has a 
similar elemental composition as the as-cast alloy with additions (Figure 15). The precipitates 
are Cr and Mo elements enriched, which are the same as the composition in divorced eutectic 
structure with ! phase. On the other hand, the carbides are enriched in Mo, Ti and C elements. 
It can be seen that the ! phase precipiatets, as well as the divorced eutectic structures were 
grown along with the carbides. As mentioned before, the carbides may act as nucleant, which 
refines the ! phase in the alloy. As a conclusion, the alloy was strengthened by the nanosized 
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and fine needle-like ! phase precipitates, fine divorced eutectic structures and (Ti, Mo, C)-rich 
carbides. 
 
Figure 22: EDS mapping of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy aged at 800˚C for 96 hours 
 
5.2.3 Validation of Optimum Aging Parameters for (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 Alloy 
The hardness results in Figure 16 and Figure 17 has shown that the strength of the alloy was 
increased accompany with aging time, especially for aging temperatures of 700 ˚C and 800 ˚C 
Based on Figure 23(a), the density of precipitates were also increased over the aging time. 
Therefore, it is possible that higher hardness may be obtained when the aging period is extended. 
One-phase exponential association fitting curve in Figure 23(b) was used to estimate the 
hardness at longer aging time.  
It can be seen that there is no significant hardness increment for 800 ˚C and 900 ˚C, which 
denoted that further investigation of hardness at a longer aging time is not necessary. On the 
contrary, there is a continuous increase in hardness at 700 ˚C when the aging time is increased. 
At 200 hours, the alloy that aged at 700 ˚C will results in the highest hardness as the aging 
temperature of 800 ˚C. This peak hardness can be calculated by using equation (4), which is 
approximately 394.68 HV. This hardness prediction is just a preliminary estimation and further 
investigation of hardness at 700 ˚C for a longer aging period is required.  
However, longer aging time is energy consuming and will decrease the effectiveness of 
precipitation hardening. Therefore, 800˚C and 96 hours are still the most effective aging 
conditions for (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy. 
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Figure 23: Evolution of hardness for (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy: (a) morphology changes under various aging 
temperature and time and (b) one-phase exponential association fitting curve 
 
5.3 Summary 
5.3.1 Aging Phenomenon of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 Alloy 
According to the hardness results and microstructure analysis in section 5.1, alloy with 5 at.% 
of titanium and carbon addition has the best hardening effect with a 24.5% increase in hardness. 
Through the minor addition of reinforcement content to Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, (Ti, Mo, C)-
rich carbides were formed, and the alloy was hardened. Therefore, (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5  
alloy was chosen to perform the aging treatment to further improve its hardness. From the aging 
results, alloy that aged at 800 ˚C for 96 hours has the best aging performance with an optimum 
hardness of 402.24 HV. As indicated from the size of the error bar, the overall deviation has 
been minimized after aging treatment, which denotes that the alloy is more homogenised. 
Therefore, the hardening effect in the aged alloy is based on the formation of nanosized and 
fine needle-like ! phase precipitates, fine divorced eutectic structures, as well as (Ti, Mo, C)-
rich carbides, which distributed uniformly in the alloy. 
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5.3.2 Effect of Precipitation Hardening and Addition of Titanium and Carbon on 
Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloy 
In an effort to increase the hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, the strengthening approaches of 
precipitation hardening and minor addition of titanium and carbon were implemented, and the 
overall results were shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25.  
Through the implementation of aging treatment, the hardness of as-cast alloy has increased 
from 202 HV to 307.1 HV, about 52% of strength improvement, under the validated optimum 
aging condition of 900 ˚C and 48 hours. Long thin precipitates (> 20 µm) were formed in the 
matrix, as presented in Figure 25(b). EDS analysis has shown the precipitates has the same 
elemental composition as the divorced eutectic structures. Therefore, the alloy was reinforced 
by the ! phase precipitates. 
5 at.% of the titanium and carbon addition was added to the alloy with the aim to further 
improve its strength by refining the precipitates. As a result, the divorced eutectic structures 
became discontinuous and smaller in size, as shown in Figure 25(c). In addition, molybdenum 
was dissoluted from the divorced eutectic structures and deemed to react with titanium and 
carbon to form (Ti, Mo)C particles, as presented in the EDS mapping. However, further 
identification of the composition in these carbides is required.  
Precipitation hardening was then applied in (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5  alloy. A peak hardness 
of 402.2 HV was achieved when the alloy was aged at 800 ˚C for 96 hours. As presented in 
Figure 25(d), a high volume fraction of nanosized precipitates and fine needle-like precipitates 
(< 10 µm)  were observed in the matrix. These carbides have successfully restricted the growth 
of the needle-like precipitates and the divorced eutectic structures. Therefore, the resistance to 
dislocation motion was increased due to the dense, fine ! phase particles, and thus reinforced 
the alloy.  
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Figure 24: Effect of precipitation hardening and TiC addition on alloy hardness improvement 
 
 
Figure 25: Microstructures of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy: (a) as-cast, (b aged at 900˚C for 48 hours, (c) as-cast with 5 at.% TiC, 
(d) with 5 at.% TiC aged at 800˚C for 96 hours 
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Furthermore, the minor addition of titanium and carbon has improved the aging behaviour of 
the Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy. From Figure 26, it is evident that the overall hardness of the alloy 
has been expanded through the addition of reinforcement content. As shown in Figure 26(b), 
the peak hardness of the alloy at each aging temperature is obtained at 96 hours for 700 ˚C and 
800 ˚C, and 24 hours for 900 ˚C. This represents that (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy has better 
strength at a longer aging period when compared to the aging behaviour of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 
alloy in Figure 26(a). Therefore, with the addition of titanium and carbon, better aging 
behaviour has resulted in (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy. 
 
Figure 26: The hardness distribution under different aging conditions for (a) Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy and (b) 
(Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy 
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6.0  Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1 Conclusions 
This thesis strives to reinforce Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 high-entropy alloy without damaging its 
ductility. A comprehensive literature review of the development of high-entropy alloys, 
including research approaches and limitations, is enclosed. Precipitation hardening and minor 
addition of titanium and carbon have been chosen to achieve the aims of this project. The 
evolution of microstructure morphology under different aging conditions has been studied in 
conjunction with the hardness results, and the optimum aging conditions have been justified. 
Several conclusions have been drawn: 
1. The hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy has increased from 202 HV to 307.12 HV, which 
is about 52% strength increment, due to the formation of long thin needle-like ! phase 
precipitates (> 20 µm)  in the matrix under the validated optimum aging conditions of 
900 ˚C and 48 hours. 
2. With 5 at.% of titanium and carbon addition in Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy, the hardness has 
increased from 202 HV to 246.45 HV, which is about 24.5% increase in strength, 
through the presence of (Ti, Mo, C)-rich carbides. The divorced eutectic structures have 
become finer and discontinuous. 
3. Through aging treatment, the (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy has a 63.5% strength 
reinforcement, which hardness has increased from 246.45 HV to 402.24 HV, 
attributable to the high volume fraction of fine needle-like precipitates (< 10 µm) that 
refined by the carbides and nanosized precipitates which dispersed uniformly in the 
matrix under an aging temperature of 800 ˚C for 96 hours. The formation of carbides 
may also act as nucleant to refine the divorced eutectic structures, which then further 
strengthens the alloy. 
4. The precipitation hardening and minor addition of titanium and carbon have shown 
outstanding strengthening effect on the Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy. Through these 
approaches, the hardness of the alloy has increased by 99.1% with the existence of 
nanosized precipitates, fine needle-like precipitates, small divorced eutectic structures 
and (Ti, Mo)C carbides in the alloy. 
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6.2 Recommendations 
This thesis has presented that the strength of the Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloy can be greatly 
reinforced through precipitation hardening and minor addition of the reinforcement content. 
Several future works have been proposed to further analyse the effect of additions on the aging 
behaviour of this alloy. 
1. XRD or elemental line scan analysis can be implemented to further determine the 
elemental distribution in the (Ti, Mo, C)-rich carbides. 
2. The (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloy has a high hardness of 402.24HV but its ductility 
is still unknown. Therefore, compression test can be performed to investigate the 
ductility of the alloy, as well as other mechanical properties such as yield strength and 
ultimate compressive stress. 
3. XRD and TEM can be used to obtain a comprehensive phase identification and the 
crystalline structures of the alloy. 
4. Rolling deformation can be used to accelerate the rate of precipitation hardening as 
alloy size reduction contributes to grain refinement, thus increases vacancies and 
dislocation movement of elements in the matrix [62]. This results in a higher diffusion 
rate and induces the formation of precipitates, consequently, the alloy hardness is 
improved. 
5. Severe plastic deformation can be used prior to precipitation hardening to form 
nanocrystalline and ultrafine grain structure due to the reduction of stack fault energy 
and decrement of total strain energy, hence strengthens the alloy. 
6. The unknown structural properties of this alloy such as corrosion resistance, wear and 
fatigue behaviour, thermal stability, and oxidation resistance can be explored. 
7. To have a more effective alloy design, computational approaches like ab initio 
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation and density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations can be implemented to investigate alloys phase formation; semi-empirical 
computational approaches such as calculation of phase diagram (CALPHAD) can be 
applied to estimate equilibrium phase in HEAs [8]; Raijin can be adopted to predict new 
HEAs with high temperature, good strength, and ductility [87]. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Hardness Test Results for Aged Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 Alloys 
Temperature : 600 ˚C 
Table 9: Hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys heat treated at 600˚C 
Aging Hour (hr) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 Average 
1 196.5 189.8 201.4 205.9 178.9 194.50 
2 187.6 190.4 187.4 197.4 201.7 192.90 
4 191.7 195.5 179.3 192.0 171.8 186.06 
8 216.8 198.3 198.5 209.3 219.8 208.54 
16 190.7 177.9 183.9 180.8 184.1 183.48 
24 171.0 177.0 177.6 183.2 178.8 177.52 
48 186.1 182.2 183.3 179.4 172.9 180.78 
96 176.5 182.0 172.9 186.5 180.4 179.66 
 
Temperature : 700 ˚C 
Table 10: Hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys heat treated at 700˚C 
Aging Hour (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 Average 
1 192.5 201.4 210.0 191.1 199.5 198.9 
2 205.2 199.4 201.1 208.1 193.3 201.42 
4 193.9 189.2 189.9 197.3 188.6 191.78 
8 211.4 189.8 219.7 202.4 191.6 202.98 
16 222.7 219.3 212.8 207.2 224.2 217.24 
24 226.7 222.9 247.8 297.0 216.4 242.16 
48 196.4 214.5 197.7 193.9 212.9 203.08 
96 228.0 206.5 239.7 210.9 227.4 222.5 
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Temperature : 800 ˚C 
Table 11: Hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys heat treated at 800˚C 
Aging Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 Average 
1 229.8 236.5 220.0 205.4 220.5 222.44 
2 199.2 213.6 219.1 224.7 231.6 217.64 
4 182.3 198.8 192.9 188.5 264.9 205.48 
8 216.8 236.5 354.4 239.5 319.9 273.42 
16 202.1 191.0 185.4 200.0 200.0 195.70 
24 212.8 199.2 196.8 185.5 216.8 202.22 
48 269.2 262.9 259.6 283.2 274.5 269.88 
96 269.3 250.6 244.6 284.1 273.6 264.44 
 
Temperature : 900 ˚C 
Table 12: Hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys heat treated at 900˚C 
Aging Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 Average 
2 212.2 209.8 192.2 217.8 208.5 208.10 
4 204.0 200.9 206.1 186.4 199.7 199.42 
8 223.1 223.9 234.3 224.0 217.8 224.62 
16 233.4 253.8 269.7 228.1 277.3 252.46 
24 237.1 226.3 238.4 225.7 224.3 230.36 
48 302.9 298.1 312.7 309.1 302.8 305.12 
96 282.1 296.5 270.9 289.9 284.9 284.86 
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Temperature : 1000 ˚C 
Table 13: Hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys heat treated at 1000˚C 
Aging Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 Average 
2 222.8 222.6 238.8 233.4 254.4 234.40 
4 205.0 216.1 230.1 227.9 244.6 224.74 
16 211.3 209.3 213.3 217.4 225.9 215.44 
24 235.6 217.4 216.7 222.1 213.8 221.12 
48 209.1 211.1 215.9 218.7 217.2 214.40 
96 250.0 258.2 256.7 250.0 246.7 252.32 
 
Summary for the average hardness of the alloys: 
Table 14: Average hardness of Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5 alloys heat treated for various aging temperatures and times 
Aging Time 
(h) 
Temperature (˚C) 
600 700 800 900 1000 
Hardness (HV) 
0 202.00 202.00 202.00 202.00 202.00 
1 194.50 198.90 222.44 203.18 198.72 
2 192.90 201.42 217.64 208.10 234.40 
4 186.06 191.78 205.48 199.42 224.74 
8 208.54 202.98 273.42 224.62  - 
16 183.48 217.24 195.70 252.46 215.44 
24 177.52 242.16 202.22 230.36 221.12 
48 180.78 203.08 269.88 307.12 214.40 
96 179.66 222.50 264.44 284.86 252.32 
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Appendix B: Hardness Test Results for As-cast (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)100-2xTixCx Alloys 
Table 15: Hardness for different addition of titanium and carbon 
Sample x (at. %) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 
C1 1 214.6 207.9 207.1 199.2 212.2 208.6 201.9 204.8 224.8 209.5 209.06 
C2 2 212.2 213.6 227.5 232.4 231.8 217.2 230 230.3 230.1 229.3 225.44 
C3 3 237.2 262.9 242.5 239.4 231.7 234.4 240.3 233.9 230.9 236.5 238.97 
C4 4 239.5 258.9 257.7 241.9 252.6 242.6 231.7 235.9 242.5 239.5 244.28 
C5 5 237.5 241.7 236.4 242 242.3 251.9 238.7 276.9 253.9 243.2 246.45 
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Appendix C: Hardness Test Results for Aged (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 Alloys 
Temperature: 700˚C 
Table 16: Hardness of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys heat treated at 700˚C 
Sample 
Aging 
Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 
C5 1 237.5 241.7 236.4 242.0 242.3 251.9 238.7 276.9 253.9 243.2 246.45 
CA-7-2 2 273.9 274.2 236.0 152.7 257.9 256.4 263.5 250.5 248.7 251.3 246.51 
CA-7-4 4 246.6 262.2 251.9 234.0 233.7 256.8 253.5 257.1 257.1 241.4 249.43 
CA-7-8 8 260.3 256 255.2 259.3 271.2 259.6 263.7 261.1 253.8 250.5 259.07 
CA-7-16 16 260.7 301.7 304.3 280.7 284.9 271.8 274.0 295.6 274.0 280.4 282.81 
CA-7-24 24 278.7 287.0 273.0 285.7 289.4 279.5 276.7 281.5 275.4 269.2 279.61 
CA-7-48 48 339.1 324.8 312.1 326.4 321.2 327.2 327.7 313.4 335.1 325.4 325.24 
CA-7-96 96 367.5 358.8 351.6 357.9 350.3 359.3 375.9 347.3 376.6 362.9 360.81 
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Temperature: 800˚C 
Table 17: Hardness of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys heat treated at 800˚C 
Sample 
Aging 
Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 
C5 0 237.5 241.7 236.4 242.0 242.3 251.9 238.7 276.9 253.9 243.2 246.45 
CA-8-2 2 291.7 285.5 291.0 291.0 280.7 281.3 300.4 279.6 273.7 281.2 285.61 
CA-8-4 4 304.5 303.8 302.8 305.2 307.7 310.9 312.7 305.2 302.1 309.4 306.43 
CA-8-8 8 296.8 285.2 299.0 302.2 291.5 310.2 313.6 293.0 307.7 295.0 299.42 
CA-8-16 16 389.4 375.7 367.7 362.2 380.5 373.5 390.2 365.4 381.0 366.1 375.17 
CA-8-24 24 352.4 367.7 352.9 373.8 367.5 358.1 373.5 363.3 362.2 362.2 363.36 
CA-8-48 48 388.0 390.5 375.0 373.5 378.8 374.7 370.5 381.5 381.2 384.9 379.86 
CA-8-96 96 400.3 405.6 395.3 400.8 415.1 409.1 408.0 396.6 402.4 389.2 402.24 
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Temperature: 900˚C 
Table 18: Hardness of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys heat treated at 900˚C 
Sample 
Aging 
Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 
C5 0 237.5 241.7 236.4 242.0 242.3 251.9 238.7 276.9 253.9 243.2 246.45 
CA-9-2 2 287.8 307.1 292.5 288.7 294.6 290.5 312.5 305.5 314.1 311.8 300.51 
CA-9-4 4 338.9 348.3 330.9 346.0 327.7 326.4 331.9 340.2 322.2 323.1 333.56 
CA-9-8 8 286.8 304.7 292.1 319.1 320.3 308.6 291.7 312.5 312.2 313.4 306.14 
CA-9-16 16 364.2 376.6 382.5 357.5 367.0 382.7 389.4 376.4 369.8 378.1 374.42 
CA-9-24 24 385.7 393.5 392.2 373.1 382.0 417.1 389.4 385.9 395.3 391.7 390.59 
CA-9-48 48 350.7 359.3 356.4 356.6 355.3 351.1 348.1 360.2 342.9 343.7 352.43 
CA-9-96 96 363.5 369.5 376.2 377.8 380.3 385.4 373.1 375.2 378.3 373.1 375.24 
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Summary for the average hardness of the alloys: 
Table 19: Average hardness of (Fe45Ni25Cr25Mo5)90Ti5C5 alloys heat treated for various aging temperatures and times 
Aging Time (h) 
Hardness (HV) 
700˚C 800˚C 900˚C 
0 246.45 246.45 246.45 
2 246.51 285.61 300.51 
4 249.43 306.43 333.56 
8 259.07 299.42 306.14 
16 282.81 375.17 374.42 
24 279.61 363.36 390.59 
48 325.24 379.86 352.43 
96 360.81 402.24 375.24 
 
